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External Issues Affecting HRM in 
Construction

• Managers are key link between the org. and 
its Environment. External environment is 
affected by the following factors:

• 1. Demographic ,

• 2. Technological and

• 3. Social value changes, 

• 4. Changes in the nature of organization  , 

• Which have important effects on HRM
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1. Demographic Changes 

• Manager appreciate the influence of 
demographic changes 

• Working Problems

• Sharp decline notified in the primary and 
secondary industries and

• consequent rise in the proportion of people 
employed in the tertiary sector
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Demographic changes

UK population 1951-2001 figure (1.1)
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Demographic changes

Employment trends in UK during 1950-2000 (figure 1.2) 
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Demographic changes

Sex of Employees in UK from 1950-2000 (figure 1.3)
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Age Composition of the Workforce

• Nineteen years has been selected as an 
average age for entering the work force.

• The %age of population over the age of 
retirement has increased in by 50% in the last 
40 years.

• Since mid 1981, the number of youngest 
labors has been in declined as a result of the 
falling birth rates of the 1960 s’ & 1970s’ 
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Classification of Industries

• 1. classification with occupation , which 
relates to the jobs preformed by individuals 
rather than to the industry in which they 
work.

• 2. it is used in the national account by  
institutional sector.

• 3 . products of  ten classified a list of 
individual products or groups of similar 
products according to the industries in which 
they are produced .
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• The classification can be extended to 
distribution, transport, and other product 
services.

• 4. the alphabetical list of industries and their 
typical product included in Indexes to the 
Standard  Industrial Classification each 
product or service is classified only to one 
industry.
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• 5. At the international level, the United 
Nations has published lists of principle 
product under each ISIC industry and an 
International classification of goods and 
services (ICGS) in which the products of each 
industry group are further classified into 
groups.
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• 6. the product lists associated with the 
industrial activity classification contrast with 
the classification for recording imports and 
exports.

• 7. the classification is applied to units on the 
basis of their principals activity. The unit is 
situated at a single address, single activity, 
operated a separate entity, (record keeping 
and accounting).
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• 8. Many unites produce, sell or provide a 
variety of goods or service, is classified 
according to the type of goods or services 
which make up the greater part of its 
production sales or service.
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• 9. the unites to be classified may vary 
according to the type of data being collected 
and the purpose for which the data are 
required. 

• It may be necessary to give some unites more 
than one classification .

• This may occur when unit at one address can 
provide a limited range of data (employment 
for the provision of more comprehensive data 
has to be combined with another unit) under 
same ownership which are mainly engaged in 
a different activity.
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• 10. the unites used in some of the main 
regular statistical inquiries are as follows:

– A) production inquires

– B) Inquiries into the distribution and service 
trades 

– C) census of employment.
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• 11.  produce for own use goods or services for 
sale by other industries like printing of 
containers, the generalization of electricity 
research , the repairs & maintenance of 
building and equipment .

• If the relevant range of information is 
available, these ancillary activities are treated 
as separate units.
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• 12. the sales staff of a manufacturing business 
are not treated as separate establishment  
separate wholesale or retail outlets are 
operated and complete account are kept for 
them.
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• 13. the classification of head offices or other 
central offices at separate locations from those at 
which the main activities of the business are 
carried out is determinate by the nature of the 
activities of the units which they serve. If those 
unit are all classified to the same industry there is 
no problem. But if they are classified to two or 
more different industries , the classification of the 
head office, etc. is that the largest part of the 
activities.
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• 14. the units is normally the company or 
group of companies under the same 
ownership. These units are even more 
heterogeneous than these used for tax 
statistics.

• As the units increase in size and diversity of 
activities , classification to a single industry 
heading at the most detailed level becomes 
misleading.
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• 15. classification is used in data relating to 
unemployment, sickness, industrial injuries 
etc.

• 16. classification for defining the scope of 
legislation relating to particular taxes, 
subsidies, capital grants, H&S regulations.
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2.Technological Change

• Two approaches to deal with adding new 
technology to facility :

• 1. First team in favor of technological 
development argue that :

• It improve standards of living and income 
levels .

• Increases the amount of leisure time available 
to people.
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• These who against technology introduction 
contend that:

1. Machinery displaces human labor.

2. Create unemployment

3. Reduce working hours made possible by the 
technology.

4. Finally technological changes promoting 
economic growth through rising the productivity 
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• Recent changes and their effects on 
construction

• 1. it was expected during 1980’s that  the 
technological in construction will be little. 

• because that many of surveyed people may 
have underestimated the potential of some 
aspects of technological change.  
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• During 1990’s the industry was effected 
heavily by technology revelation where:

– Computer aided design used

– Computerized BOQ

– Expert  system and applied schedules 

– Monitoring  of expert s

– Payroll and secretarial works
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• Technology have effected the site works also 
many site based activities are now take place 
in using automated machinery.
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The Impact of Technology on Skills

• The increase of using technology will reduce 
the use of skilled labor .

• New jobs created. 

• Some existing jobs becomes redundant .

• The professional workers are increasingly at 
risk. 
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The Implication of Changes for HR 
Manager

• Some managers have to be retrained to face 
the technological changes.

• New skilled lathe operate fully cognizant may 
loss their job when faced with computer 
operated machine.

• Quantity surveyor who are not being able to 
use new computerized system may require 
retraining or they should be lost. 
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• Technological changes occur faster than 
individual human skills and knowledge.

• HR manager should be pro-active to retrain 
their staff instead of losing staff. 

• Technological change will effect management 
style.

• Decision making and communication will be 
more complex .

• Work groups will become smaller and results  
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• The traditional hieratical org. str. Become less 
desirable.

• New technology can lead site personal , 
consultant , designer.

• Today graduate are much more in turn with 
modern methods than those graduated before 
10 years.
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• Managers should realize the potential of 
tension and conflict because this difference in 
level of use Tech.

• PM should make balance between the needs 
and the staff.
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New Work Patterns

• The traditional employment system cannot 
cope with rapid economic change and need to 
meet the requirement of the market , 
increasing competitions , for work require 
labor cost to be kept down.

• This explain why US government has no longer 
use the employment system in the property 
service agency and local authorities.
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• The rise of sub contractors

• As impact of reducing the direct employment, 
sub contracting was used by main contractors 
on project by project to reduce the cost of 
overheads during the lean time.

• Professional within the industry have not 
escaped.

• Changes in the nature of their employment . 
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• Increased efficiency has been brought about 
through the replacement of old to new 
technology.

• Smaller functional units: opertunities & 
threats

• Trends of employment go towards small 
organization for :

• 1. its flexibility
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• 2. faster response

• 3. better control 

• 4. faster communication 

• Large construction companies now use 
smaller offices as a cost center . This reduce 
the number of middle management 
employment .

• Transfer from main office to branch office may 
cause Traumatic to managers. 
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• Craft – based workers in building become 
more flexible in employment patterns.

• The craft section in the company is replaced 
by multi-skilled worker.

• This leads to reduction on specialized skills 
and in overall quality of the built Env.

• Transfer to small org also affected manpower 
strategies.
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• The joint effect of economic recession, 
uncertain workload and technological change 
have all contributed to changes referred to 
above, and these have occurred as a matter of 
opportunity rather than strategy.
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Future Concern of HRM

• It seems that the change from direct 
employment to sub contract become fixed 
(enduring nature) and the industry is now 
leaner and filler’ the before.

• Advices to HR manager to benefit from this 
change 

• A) Financial consideration

• When there is high demand on labor , 
employing labor for longer period become 
more cost effective.  
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• B) Quality of workmanship and services 

• The continual of using subcontract and casual 
labor will cause weakness in getting well 
trained persons.

• The problem become who is responsible for 
such training of labor , while sub contractors 
are not doing that , the firm managers assume 
that he pays for trained persons and result is 
less quality of workmanship
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• C) industrial relations:

• There will be a change in industrial relation 
between the directly employed persons and a 
sub contracted one.
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The area of concern for human resources 
managers

Atkinson’s flexible workforce model

Based on several studies related of flexible firm 
atkinson’s research suggested that the firm 
looking for three kinds of flexibilities :

Functional Flexibility

Numerical Flexibility

Financial Flexibility
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Atkinson’s flexible workforce model

Functional flexibility

Allows quick and smooth redeployment of 
employees between activities and tasks. this is 
consist with the rise of the multi- skilled 
operative.
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Atkinson’s flexible workforce model

Numerical flexibility

Enable to balance to achieved between number 
of personal employed and the number of 
actually needed which has been realized 
through the introduction of subcontracting 
practices 
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Atkinson’s flexible workforce model

Financial flexibility

It is not only ensures that employers can hire 
labour as cheaply as possible but also aimed at 
introducing new system of pay which is 
assessment based rather than predicated on 
the motion of the rate of the job.
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Atkinson’s flexible workforce model
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Atkinson’s flexible workforce model

• The key aspect of Atkinson's model is tile 
increasing division of types of  employment 
that allows the firm numerical flexibility 
through a process that ranks the needs of the 
organization in terms of its long-term 
objectives. The model also divides the labour
market into primary and secondary categories. 
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Atkinson’s flexible workforce model

• A t the centre of the model is what Atkinson 
refers to as a core group of full-time 
permanent career employees. This group is 
drawn from the primary labour market and 
typically includes managers, designer, quantity 
surveyors, engineers and other professional 
whose job specific to construction.
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Atkinson’s flexible workforce model

• The first peripheral group consists of clerical staff 
who are effectively offered jobs rather than career, 
they are full time employee, this category tend to be 
less skilled that on the core and consist of a narrow 
range of tasks.

• The group of employees most exposed to market 
changes are those in second peripheral group, the 
employment is often on part-time or short time 
contract should be sharing and hiring of trainees.
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The area of concern for human resources 
managers

Industrial relations:

• Changing employment patterns present human 
resources managers with a different set of concerns in 
terms of industrial relations.

workforce

relationshiptrust
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3.Social Values

• Human do not act as neatly programmed 
automatons.

• Their behavior is subject to the influence of 
sentiment (attitude) & emotion .

• These reactions are found in in the basic social 
values.

• Good management requires an understanding 
of the values basis of human behavior.
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• Values: are broad tendency to prefer certain 
states of affairs over others.

• Values are non rational

• Most people holds several conflicting values

• Organizations able to hold a single set of 
values.

• Organizations should accept collectively of 
values to continue.
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Social values

• Hofsted defines values as a broad tendency to 
prefer certain states of affairs over others, they 
are non rational and the most people hold 
several conflicting value at the same time.

• As the employees come from identical 
background and experience the manager will 
be faced with difficulty.
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Social values

• we should be accept the performance of the 
majority, for the human resource manager.

• the key to success is in understanding and 
appreciating which preferences hold affected 
at any given time.
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Individualism

• Collective social values are affected by the 
degree of individualism held by the group.

• Factors affect individualism:

– 1. wealth (GNP per capita)

– 2. geographical  location

– 3. organization size
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• Wealthier, colder countries and large org. 
tends to place more emphasis on the 
individual.

• Historical and traditional elements are also 
have affect in individualism. 
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Work as a Control Life Interest

• A firm ability to attract qualified workers is 
becoming increasingly related to the personal 
enrichment it offers employees and to its 
image as a responsible executor of communal 
and environmental resources.
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Age Differences

• The generation gap caused due to people 
physical conditions change with age and so do 
their values.

• HRM have to be aware of these differences 
and why they occur.

• These fall under the following reasons:

• 1. Maturation: change of values as people 
grow older.

•
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• 2. Seniority: due to position in the firm, level 
of commitment & market values, frustration 
with the job.

• 3. Generation: youth values carried out 
through lifetime. They could be changed if the 
living conditions changes drastically.

• 4. Zeitgeist: changes that fundamentally alter 
everyone’s values regardless the age.
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Work as a central life interest

People see work as a central interest in their 
lives.

Ferguson 1983 suggests that people are 
increasingly concerned with lifestyle, 
psychological quality, social meaningfulness 
and corporate accountability 
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Work as a central life interest
Flamholts 1986 find the following state:

• These trends imply that work will be 
decreasingly valued exclusively as a means of 
financial support.

• individuals will increasingly turn to their work 
as a source of personal identification, social 
relationship, and community responsibility.
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Work as a central life interest
Flamholts 1986 find the following state:

• A firm has ability to attract qualified workers 
related to the personal enrichment it offers 
employees and to its image as a responsible 
executor of communal and environmental 
resources.
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Age Wants and Needs Difference

• Young people place more importance on 
developing abilities, career development, 
pleasure, personal time, & Earning.

• Older concerned with job security, social 
relations, comfort and co-operation's
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Men & Women

• Construction is a male dominate industry.

• Women's looks for rewards and promotion.

• Gaining and protection of self-esteem is 
important.

• Flexibility of time bet work & family.

• Women's no longer prepared to make choice 
bet family & work

• Social and physical environment is important 
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